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TASK OVERVIEW:

Task 1:
These tasks set out a series of starting points for your own investigation.
You can combine two or more of these subjects

100 Objects and place
Inspired by Erwin Wurm, consider the idea of creating 100 one minute sculptures, using found or
constructed structures. Where are these placed and how do they manipulate or interact with that
space? How is the meaning of the object transformed by its context?  Do you imbue an object with
new meaning or subvert it?
100: Places visited
Rooms, corners, doors, landscapes, paths, sights. To be developed into 100 outcomes that have a
consistency of enquiry. For instance, these might be fragments of rooms transformed into spatial
structures. Your responses could be photographic and/or drawings and/or 3D sculptures and models
100 Collections
You must visit at least one museum and one gallery. Think about how things are collected and how
the display or the textural information tells you something about the object. How have objects been
cataloged or archived? Make your own collections and document using photographs and drawings

Task 2:
Draw what you have gathered. Explore a range of media and material. Think about scale and the
surface that you draw on.  Experiment with working in dry and wet media.  Explore the composition of
your image and the grouping of your objects.  Consider how these drawings are collected and
displayed in your sketchbook. Drawings can be very fast or longer - try blind drawing - and timed
1minute sketches - try continuous line drawing

Photographs can be collected online - print off your favourites - don’t feel you have to
produce 100 printed images



Mark Dion - Misadventures of a 21st Century Naturalist

Damian Hurst - Butterfly Genocide

Lisa Milroy  - Shoes



Dinos and Jake Chapman - Great Deeds Against The Dead


